The Long Road Home
A Reflection on a Father’s Journey Across the Six “Bike-able” Continents of the World
by Erik Havlick
“During all of this journey we
never employed the services of
guides or interpreters. Our independence in this regard increased,
perhaps, the hardships of the
journey, but certainly contributed much toward the object we
sought — a close acquaintance
with strange peoples.”

left across 14 years and six continents.
Starting in 1992, Dad has pedaled
coast to coast across North America,
Australia (1996), Asia (1999), South
America (2001), Africa (2004), and
Europe (2006), and has done so as part
of his mission to raise funds and awareness for cancer research.
As we shuffle back and forth between
slide reels, maps, and journal entries,
his face changes, the recollections
animating his lively 64-year-old visage. Each picture serves as a portal to
people, places, and faces, constituting a
map of a most remarkable, ambitious,
-Allen and Sachtleben and unassuming bicycling adventure.
Now we were taking the time to do
Across Asia on A Bicycle (1894)
what we had always said we would do:
document the journey and connect the
It is Father’s Day, and I am on the dots.
ride of my life: pedaling from Cape
One newspaper article titled “Family
Town to Dar es Salaam, Turkmenbashi Takes Cancer Fight on the Road,”
to Beijing, from Perth to Sydney, catches my eye, boasting a picture of
Bloomendahl to Astrakhan, tracing my dad and my brother, and I rememthreads of the Silk Road as it binds ber the awful day in May of 1980
Bukhara and Samarkand.
that led us to this hopeful one. The
My guide is my hyper-ambitious day Mom and Dad made the tearful
father, Stan Havlick. In the past we have announcement to the family. The day I
traveled around the globe on expedi- learned what leukemia was. The day, if
tions to Gasherbrum II in the Pakistani I can simplify, that turned a businessHimalaya, to Denali, to the summit of man into an evangelist.
Aconcagua, to Elbrus, to Kilimanjaro
In the end, this is not the story of
— from ski slopes to safaris. But this one man, or of one family’s response to
time I am accompanying him from the potential tragedy, but rather a tapestry
comfort of my own living room.
that creates a context for hope. That
We are going through piles of scrap- and some morsels of wisdom for any
books, skimming articles on each con- would-be, globetrotting, lycra-clad phitinent, tidbits and clippings too numer- lanthropists in the making.
ous to count, pamphlets and media The Tire Half-Full
artifacts stuffed into his panniers for
Dad advances one of the slide reels
this very moment, retracing the crumbs from the first of the six journeys: the

1992 trip across North America with
my younger brother, Justin. An image
splashes across the screen of the two
of them somewhere in the Rockies
holding a crude handwritten sign that
simply reads, “It’s All Downhill 10,500
feet.” Sure, nothing but an easy 1,700mile coast to the Atlantic.
That summer I drove to New
Mexico with my mother and some
family friends and elected to join Justin
and Dad for the century-plus leg from
Taos to Raton. I was on a garagesale-acquired Motobecane touring bike
that was about 15 centimeters too
big for me, and I remember joining
in this optimistic downhill sentiment
after grinding (sans panniers) up the
pass behind these two men who had
already been transformed, hardened,
and sculpted into machines by the first
leg of their journey. My brother would
later reveal that the first few hundred
miles of their ride, churning out of
the Los Angeles valley, were sobering beyond every expectation he had
developed during the excitement of the
pre-expedition planning process.
On that first trip, Dad took a picture
of his odometer every 1,000 miles — a
bookmark of sorts. It was a practice
that eventually faded, I am convinced,
under the impossibility of the mission
that was forming, a journey he was not
yet prepared to admit he was undertaking (he claims it was not until the
fourth continent that the idea of riding
all six “bike-able” continents entered
his mind).
You see, during my own rides, I am
a mathematician, constantly calculating

the remaining distance, time, elevation,
BTUs, and PowerBars. I engage in this
process endlessly, although the results
of my calculations are obsolete in real
time. But Dad — who sees a flat tire as
half full — disciplines himself to think
only of what has already been ridden,
not what has yet to be ridden.
This mental trick is, no doubt, a
mechanism for overcoming the odds.
After a car accident in his youth ripped
out three of four ligaments in my
father’s knee, you would not have
nominated him as “most likely to ride
a bicycle around the globe.” Surgeries,
rehab, and the constant prognosis that
his mobility would forever be severely
limited formed a valuable lesson: focus
on what you can do, period.
To wit, prior to the first expedition
in 1992, Dad consulted an orthopedic
surgeon in Colorado who advised that,
if he attempted the ride across America,
he must resist the temptation to stand,
no matter how steep the grade, and
“stay in the saddle.” Bull Riding 101.

Busting a hump. Camels cross a road in central Turkmenistan.

It was advice he heeded without exception across all six continents.
Danger: Emu Crossing
We look at an article written by
Denver Post writer Jack Cox prior to
Dad’s 2004 ride from Cape Town,

South Africa to Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania that states matter-of-factly,
“The main challenges, (Stan) suspects,
will be sketchy roads, unpredictable
river crossings, and possible encounters with wildlife.”

Dad’s idea of a hiking joke when I
was young was to walk up to the edge
of a cliff, turn around, and then wave
his hands wildly as if he were losing his
balance, so I didn’t think any of these
dangers would put him off. For those
left behind, however, the threats half
a world away register as an omnipresent hum of unease. Where is he now?
No word for a month. Could be good,
could be bad — could be really bad.
Listening to Dad now, I know my fears
were justified as much as they were
impotent.
From Zambia and Botswana, Dad
has image after image of huge elephants, surrounded in dust, mere feet
from the road. “If their ears start flapping,” he offers, “you get the hell out
of there.”
Yet predation comes in many forms.
During the African nights, fending off
mosquitoes was a constant struggle
and the fear of malaria ever-present.
Mosquito netting was the last and best
defense, and Dad and his companions
meticulously plugged every hole and
tear with socks and underwear. He later
showed me a picture of the hopelessly
melted fan that caught fire one night

Caspian curiosity. Stan’s partners John Rickauer and Mark Snyder prepare to cross Asia.

in their small room, nearly igniting the
mosquito netting covering the beds.
He swats at his head as he recalls the
insects across the Australian Nullabar:
“You could not outride them.” The
alternative? Ride with a mosquito net
over your helmet and around your
head, heat be damned.
But it was the pot holes, shards
of glass, barbs and burrs, the inanimates of the road that caused so many

troubles. During our slideshow, Dad
advances to an image of a bicycle tube
that has been patched dozens of times
“Looks like a coral snake, doesn’t it?”
In portions of China, the road conditions and endless road work — mostly
done by hand, by pick, and by shovel
— forced him off the bike, on the bike,
and back off the bike. In the miles
and miles of Chinese desert, he likens
the roads to chip and seal gone bad,
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Village greeting committee. Maasai onlookers gather to oggle the strange-looking newcomers in Tanzania.
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damn about wandering onto the road
more traveled), but my father’s narratives remind me of a discussion of
highways and roads by the Czech expat
Milan Kundera in his book Immortality.
A road, he says, is a celebration of the
journey itself, a path full of stops and
turns and wanderings, while a highway
does not represent experiential travel at
all, but merely a line connecting A to
B. Pure utility.
Highway or not, adventure cycling
is never as easy as connecting A and
B. The detours are both unpredictable
and many, and they can lead headlong
into the absurd.
It was in Baker, California, near
Death Valley, that Dad found “the

world’s tallest thermometer” standing
134 feet tall and, on that day, reading
a cool 112 degrees Fahrenheit. I laugh
and recall that this is the same man
who would gladly stop the car on those
family road trips to let the kids marvel
at the ball of yarn, the five-legged cow,
or the gargantuan prairie dog as we
crisscrossed the country from KOA to
KOA in our family’s Roadmaster station wagon.
While riding through the American
heartland, Dad and Justin knocked on
a farmhouse door to see if they could
stay in the backyard. As was customary, and despite their exhaustion, they
asked the lady of the house if they
could pitch in and help with anything.

The next slide reveals them literally
demolishing the soon-to-be renovated
kitchen. You never know what a backyard stay will lead to.
In Zambia, Dad and his team communed with Richard, the proprietor of
The Fawlty Towers B&B (the same
place where the fan caught fire and
almost killed them all). Richard’s version of the world’s largest ball of yarn
is a massive piece of a Saturn V rocket
that he hides on one of his rooftops as
protection from looters. His father had
apparently found the relic while stumbling through the African bush after
crashing his plane. Richard claims that
some marketing guru at Rolex wanted
to purchase the shrapnel for their time-
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Truth in signage. Stan cheerily poses before heading straight to Nullabar.

an unforgiving moonscape juxtaposed that’s my emu story,” he says with a debate over the differences between
between floods and “dirt storms” that wry smile.
“travelers” and “tourists” (Dad’s many
required ski goggles to navigate.
Pig Pontoons and Astronauts
postcards and shameless pictures of
His photos of Botswana reveal notaThere has been more than enough tourist sites reveal he doesn’t give a
bly thin roads, with no center line and
no room for two lanes. Here, carcasses
of trucks riddle the landscape, adding to
the gallery of vulture-stripped bones.
In Australia, the carcasses belonged
to road kill, “lots and lots of road kill.”
We review his photo collection of the
warning signs and the corresponding carnage: kangaroos, camels, and
animals whose iconography I cannot
decipher — signs lit up by the flash of
the camera as he pedaled through the
night to avoid the heat. How strange
it must have been to ride past these
ghosts. Dad motions with his hands as
he describes an episode when a six-foot
emu came sprinting out of the bush
directly in front of him, all 120 pounds
of bird digging its claws into the asphalt
in an attempt to avoid colliding, both of Team South America. John, Stan, Rob, and Dwayne take in a sunset before setting off.
them stunned by the encounter. “And
14
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Rider of another kind. A Kazakh horseman looks on as Mark Snyder fixes his iron steed.

pieces — an offer that was summarily
refused.
Dad’s accounts are filled with tales
of the absurd, the wacky, and the
weird. But it is the picture of him
floating down China’s Yellow River
on a raft made up of “pig pontoons”
that exemplifies why he transcends
the debate between traveler and tourist. As he talks about the method by
which the “captain” inflates the pigskins by blowing into one of the legs
and quickly tying it like a balloon animal, I know that the true adventurer in
him is talking, that he cannot contain
his childlike delight at uncovering the
bizarre and unexpected. It is his abil20
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ity to embrace the unanticipated that
makes him one of a rare species capable
of dealing with pedaling around the
globe. Expect the unexpected, expect
the one convenience store in 110 blistering miles to be closed for business,
expect your 60-mile “rest-day” cruiser
to be enveloped in the thick smoke
of an agricultural burn, expect to find
yourself on a lazy afternoon float atop a
craft few would believe actually exists.
The Accidental Activist
It is becoming obvious by reel number eight that there is no shortage of
content for a good story. Dad’s vivid
and apparently flawless recollection’s
are a biographer’s dream, and yet I find
adventurecycling.org

myself wanting to know more about
how his purpose may have changed
through time. Had riding for cancer
research become a method for assuaging the guilt of an inherently selfish exercise — to lessen the sting of
months and months away from family,
profession, and community?
We take a break and step out to the
back deck, crack a beer, and take in the
Colorado air. “Talk to me about why.
What was the idea?” I ask. If my question seems obvious to him, the answer
self-evident given my intimate knowledge of the reason for his journey, he
shows no indication.
When Dad discovered Mom had
cancer, he faced an unknown future.
He watched his wife struggle with
the terror and pain of chemotherapy,
spinal taps, nauseating medications,
and he felt he had to do something.
He approached my mother’s physician,
Dr. Bill Robinson at the CU-Health
Sciences Center, and asked how he
could help.
The answer: raise awareness, raise
money, advance the quest for a cure.
Dad does not procrastinate — ever. He
set about helping to found the Blood
Cancer Research Foundation (now
the Colorado Cancer Foundation) and
started the Eldorado Springs Cure Run,
a favorite among longtime Boulderites.
But he needed to do more, raise more,
speak to more people. That was when
the idea of riding “Coast to Coast for
Cancer Research” with Justin took
root. The mission was to evangelize for
the cause and generate resources before
and after their trip, when they would
pass the hat at talks, lectures, and slide
shows — they did not realize that their
largest impact on the public would be
during the journey itself.
Dad recalls the time the two of them
sat down in a café for a quick lunch
somewhere in the American West.
As they saddled up in the parking lot
for the second half of a long day, the
waitresses and dishwashers rushed out
to present their ad hoc donation. They
had seen the “Coast to Coast” jackets
and emptied the tip jar to do their part.
Then there was a Subway franchise

owner who mapped out his five restaurants along their route and treated
them to meals at each, capping it
with a marquee greeting on the billboard of the last restaurant that read,
“Welcome, Justin and Stan.”
Sitting for breakfast one morning,
decked in Lycra and neon from head
to toe, they were chided and bullied by
three truckers at a nearby table. This
aggravating moment completely evaporated when the three placed a $40
donation on the table as they left.
At yet another café, they met a waitress whose family member had cancer,
and she treated them to breakfast. A
police officer overheard the conversation from his booth behind them and
made a donation himself. It was becoming apparent with each pedal stroke
that everyone has some connection to
cancer, either personally or through
someone they know and love.
On that first trip, they discovered a
certain viral aspect to their endeavor, a
community that was building around
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Colorful parade. A celebration of youth in Cusco, Peru.

the ride. These modest donations from
the people he refers to as “road angels”
— expressions of generosity through
a simple word of kindness, a place to
sleep, an invitation to dinner — perhaps these actions were helping people

feel like they too were doing something.
Was this the true utility? Were these
alienlike creatures with their strange
clothes and contraptions a conduit for
hope? And although he does not say it,
I know he feels that in some small way

Grinding gears. Stan’s companions John Stone and Dwayne Bergeron in the Amazon Basin.
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he was able to shoulder the burden of
those he met along the way — to walk
with them for a time.
“In the States, people could connect
to fund-raising,” Dad explains.
Not so in many other places, where
generosity might take the form of
shelter, tea, conversation, or a smile.
But cancer is a global phenomenon,
and according to the World Health
Organization, it is the second most
common cause of death worldwide.
An estimated 10 million deaths will
be attributed to cancer annually by
2015, and the problem is amplified in
developing countries where resources
are already stretched desperately thin
by the misery from AIDS/HIV, tuberculosis, and malaria.
Cycling for the cause, Dad and
his companions imagined themselves
ambassadors and endeavored to link
medical professionals from around the
world to the intellectual resources at
the CU-Health Sciences Center. Dad

refers to his teammates as “staff,” as
“colleagues,” (which is an indication of
exactly how serious this business is to
him) and he describes how they would
utilize their precious rest days to visit
cancer centers and clinics, to learn what
they could and teach what they could.
But why ride yourself? Why not
raise funds from behind a desk? It
occurs to me that beyond the miles,
the adventure, and the concurrence of
beauty and ugliness, pleasure and pain,
Dad’s cycling has become a form of
demonstrable empathy. He has found
a certain peace and has exorcised his
victimhood through this homage to
suffering — pedal stroke after pedal
stroke.
As we turn off the bulb of the
projector, the fan still whirring in the
machine, Dad begins to organize the
books and file away the pamphlets
in preparation for the family’s arrival
and the evening’s festivities. I pause to
take in his dizzying pilgrimage. The
world ironically seems larger now. The
urbanity and the desolation, the populated places and the unpopulated ones,
the beautiful places and the destroyed
areas, the distance between these places larger, longer, harder.
“This has been very special,” he
comments. This glimpse into the
adventurous soul of a man I admire
deeply has been, for him, a summary of
a long homecoming. And I know that
all grandiose philosophies aside, the
numberless miles he cycled were all for
the enjoyment of individual moments
just like these — of home, family,
father, and son. We share a teary smile.
“Happy Father’s Day,” I respond.
Marilyn Havlick survived her bout with
cancer and continues to be an inspiration to
her family and friends, and to many people
living with cancer. Stan Havlick is available for speaking engagements and charitable
fund-raising projects in your community and
may be contacted at stanh@eldoradosprings.
com or (303) 995-8130. Erik Havlick is the
vice president of sales for THANASI foods.
To make donations to the Colorado Cancer
Foundation, call (303) 530-1541 or visit
www.co-cancer-foundation.org./donate.html
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